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Abstract

Recently, Schultz and Gulak have presented a taxonomy for content-addressable memories, discussed the relative
advantages of the various serial/parallel architectures, and listed variations and options for implementing large ,~ys~:ems.
However, they do not cite the origins of this taxonomy that dates back to 1973, leaving the reader with the impre:ssion
that it is new and being proposed for the first time. They also omit other relevant references to methods for impleme~ating
systolic and large-scale associative systems.
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1. Introduction

In [1], Schultz and Gulak present a taxonomy for content-addressable memories (CAMs). The
taxonomy begins by dividing CAMs into four classes of fully parallel (word-parallel, bit-parallel),
(word-parallel) bit-serial, word-serial (bit-parallel), and word-serial bit-serial. The fully parallel
class is then divided into four subclasses reflecting, in effect, the extent of hardware sharing within
the CAM array. This categorization involves two parameters: m, the number of CAM words
sharing a match line within the memory matrix (m ¢- 1 requires "post-encoding" of match results);
f2, the number of classes or bit-slices sharing a comparator (f2 ~ 1 implies "pre-classification" to
limit the search to a few sequentially examined classes).
In this note, we contend that the above-mentioned taxonomy is not new. Its primary structure
was presented as early as 1973 by this author and was subsequently referenced and used by many
authors and researchers. Another shortcoming is that many serial/parallel designs are misleadingly
categorized as fully parallel systems. We also discuss several important concepts for the design of
large CAMs that were omitted in Schultz and Gulak's treatment.
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2. On the Taxonomy and History
The main part of the taxonomy presented in [,1] was first introduced by this author in a widely
known survey paper on associative memories (AMs) and processors (APs) [2]. Following its
publication in 1973, this taxonomy was used/cited in various sources, most notably books by
Foster [3], Kohonen [4] (his Ref. [1.51), and Su [-5] as well as survey/review papers by Yau and
Fung [-6] (their Ref. [3]), Chisvin and Duckworth [-7] (their Ref. [,7]), and most recently Krikelis
and Weems [8]. It is therefore quite surprising that the authors of [,1] fail to identify the origins of
this taxonomy and claim to have presented "the first such taxonomy in the literature".
The 1973 origin of the taxonomy may be somewhat unclear from some of the secondary sources
listed above due to lack of immediate and proper citation, but each of the three survey/review
papers [6-8] actually uses the top level of this taxonomy in a manner that is quite hard 1:o miss.
The claim of novelty is even more perplexing given the fact that the authors of [1] actually cite [4,
7] as their first two references.
A related, but less serious problem is that the authors also misrepresent the history of research on
CAMs. Citing the 1966 survey by Hanlon [-9] (their Ref. [3]), the authors state that "[-CAMs/AMs]
have been studied for over 30 years". This is at best misleading, though technically correct because
of the word "over". Thirty years ago, AMs/APs had already passed the mega-bit-ops (bit operations per second) performance milestone and were well on their way to be first in giga-bit-ops
performance. There are reasons to believe that they will again be first in reaching the peta-bit-ops
milestone in high-performance computing (see Table 1).
As noted in [2] and many other sources, AMs/CAMs came into the forefront at least 40 years
ago with the publication of a seminal paper by Slade and M c M a h o n [10]. The origins of research
on A M / A P technology and applications actually go back to the 1943 sketch of a relay-based AM
by Konrad Zuse [,11] and the 1945 visionary assessment of the need for associative access to
information by Vannevar Bush [,12], making the field 5 0 + years old.

3. Systolic associative memories
Arguments for the infeasibility of large AMs/APs based on the broadcasting of instructions and
reduction by wired logic (wired-AND or wired-OR implied in a shared match or mismatch line)
Table 1
Entering the second-halfcentury of associative processing [13]
Decade

Events& advances

Technology

1940s
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s

Formulation of need & concept
Emergenceof cell technologies
Introduction of basic architectures
Commercialization
& applications
Focus on system/softwareissues
Scalable& flexible architectures

Relays
Magn., Cryo.
Transistors
ICs
VLSI
ULSI,WSI

Performance
Mega-bit-ops
Giga-bit-ops
Tera-bit-ops
Peta-bit-ops?

Key ref.'s
[11], [12]
1-10]
[9], [14]
[2], [6]
[4], [7]
[8], [15]
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Fig. 1. Systolic AM built as a tree of simple building-block AMs.

were first presented by this author in 1990 [16-20]. It was then suggested that one needs to
embody the systolic design paradigm [21] in the implementation of large AMs from smaller
building-block subsystems, interconnected by low-fan-out, short local wires.
The systolic AM concept is needed since both broadcasting and global operations require
time that increases substantially as we go from single-chip to multi-chip and multi-board
systems and also because at extremely high speeds and integration densities, wire delays become dominant, thus invalidating many speedup claims based on the assumption of a fixed
AM cycle time (Lipovski 1-22] uses the term "systolic AM" in a different sense to refer to
his modified DRAM chip that communicates in a linear array and has simple search logic in its
refresh path).
This author has proposed several architectures for building-block AMs and their incorporation into larger systems [16-20]. The approach is exemplified by Fig. 1 showing a tree-structured
AM built from simple AM building blocks (BB-SAMs). The cells can also be arranged into linear
or higher-dimensional arrays. In the binary-tree version, instructions are input at the root
and move downward to the leaves of the tree, where they rebound and move back up towards the root, carrying with them various indicators and partial computation results. The BBSAMs can operate asynchronously, but we assume lock-step operation here for ease of
exposition.
All BB-SAMs located at the same tree level receive the c o m m o n instruction simultaneously.
Searching, reading, and writing is done independently within the BB-SAMs according to the
SIMD mode of parallel computation [23]. The count of responders, if needed by the instruction,
is produced by participating cells and is combined during the instruction's upward
movement towards the root. The specific numbering scheme for the AM words/cells within
each BB-SAM (5 in this pedagogical example) is devised to allow left and right circular
shifts of the response tags which is a commonly used inter-word communication mechanism in
many AMs.
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4. Serial/parallel architectures
The need for including the post-encoding and pre-classification features in the taxonomy
proposed in [1] stems in part from the recognition that any practically realizable large AM must
have a serial/parallel, rather than a fully parallel, implementation. Post-encoding, or sharing of
match lines among multiple words, necessitates sequential processing among those words. Similarly, incorporation of pre-classification gives rise to a sequentialization of searches that span
multiple classes. The taxonomy proposed in [1] obscures this fact by including such mixed
serial/parallel designs in the category of "fully parallel" systems.
In retrospect, it makes much more sense to envisage three categories along each of the bit and
word dimensions corresponding to serial, partially parallel, and parallel processing. In fact, one can
take this a step further and define the architectural classes as (b, w), meaning that b bits in each of
w words are processed in parallel. The top 4 classes in the classification of [1] would then
correspond to (all, all), (1, all), (all, 1), and (1, 1), with the other categories, currently included under
(all, all), corresponding to b and/or w assuming intermediate values; e.g., (all/Q, all/m) when both
post-encoding and pre-classification are used.
One of the first attempts to build large CAMs in serial/parallel form was that of RAPID [24]
which was based on circulating the contents of a head-per-track disk memory through a number of
associative processing cells. This system was highly influential and has been described in [4, 6, 25]
among other sources. With modern VLSI technology, the fully electronic version of such a design
can be built in a cost-effective manner [26]. The resulting serial/parallel design offers interesting
tradeoffs, with choices ranging from the low-cost version composed of a small number of shift
registers to a massively parallel high-performance design.
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Fig. 2. Serial/parallel AM with high-speed shift registers and systolic comparators.
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Another dimension of the tradeoff involves using complex processors composed of high-speed
systolic comparators to allow faster shifting of data (and thus making the use of fewer, longer
registers possible) versus a large number of slower processors with conventional comparators.
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of a shift-register-based serial/parallel architecture using ,;ystolic
comparators [26]. Clearly, these design techniques and the attendant tradeoffs are relevant to
a discussion of architectures for large AMs/CAMs.
In closing, we note that in algorithms such as maximum or minimum finding, even fully parallel
AMs are often used in bit-serial fashion. Recently, strategies and algorithms for better utilizing the
parallel match capability of such systems have been developed and analyzed [27, 28].

5. Conclusion

Within the field of computer science and engineering, it is quite easy to overlook relevant
references in preparing an overview or survey paper and to claim novelty for ideas that haw: in fact
been published previously, given the immense volume of technical literature. However, in the area
of associative processing, researchers have been quite diligent in properly attributing ideas to their
originators and in publishing surveys that summarize the state of the associative computing
technology and applications every few years. It is only fair to expect authors of new overviews or
surveys to study all previously published reviews in order to familiarize themselves with the
progress of the field and to give proper credit where due.

6. Note added in press

The authors' reply to this note focuses on three main points. First, the authors state that their
paper was intended as "an overview of how one would build a CAM on a VLSI chip today". This
limited scope should have been explicated in the title, abstract, and in the opening paragraph of the
introduction. Since I N T E G R A T I O N also covers VLSI systems engineering, algorithms, and
theories, publication in this journal does not automatically mean that the paper covers only
existing implementations. Furthermore, large CAMs, like large RAMs, may have to be built from
multiple chips, no matter how large individual chips become. Second, the authors attribute my
characterization of their "fully parallel" architectures as including serial-parallel designs to a misunderstanding of post-encoding and pre-classification. A post-encoded CAM is "fully parallel"
only in the sense that a ripple-carry adder is fully parallel: While individual bits are added
concurrently by dedicated hardware cells, combining and propagating the carries by constant-fanin logic elements implies some degree of serialization or propagation for non-trivial word lengths.
Similarly, requiring that the search be limited to a subarray through pre-classification of data leads
to serialization when pre-classification is impractical (for searches based on multiple attributes,
e.g.). Carrying the authors' reasoning to an extreme would lead to a RAM being classified as a fully
parallel CAM with single-word classes. Third, the authors judge my "argument for inclusion of
systolic methods to be technically unconvincing". The discrepancy between processor and memory
cycle times has already motivated systolic RAM designs [29]. It is only a matter of time before
CAM designers will be forced to do the same. This may not apply to current working chips, but is
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definitely a valid point in a discussion of future large-capacity CAMs, as even on-chip signal
propagation delays exceed switching delays. In conclusion, it is noteworthy that products such as
processor-in-memory chips [30] have all but eradicated the distinction between associative
memories and associative processors.
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